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Goal: Estimate surface normals of an object from its light varying images. 

➢ Uncalibrated neural inverse rendering framework with explicit 

interreflection modeling.

➢ Without using ground-truth normals, we perform comparable or better 

than supervised approaches.

➢ Our method is applicable to broader range of surfaces, including convex 

and concave parts.
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Contributions: 

➢ Uncalibrated deep photometric stereo method that does not require  ground-truth 

surface normals for training. 

➢ Considers the contribution of both the light source and interreflections to the image 

formation process → enables to handle objects with concave parts

➢ Leverages neural inverse rendering to infer the surface normal, depth and BRDF 

values from input images.

Image Formation Model

Classical Photometric Stereo Model:

𝑿𝒔 = 𝜌𝑵𝑇𝑳

Interreflection Model:
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➢ We propose a new dataset to study complex surfaces, composed of concave and convex parts.

➢ Our method performs consistently well on complex surfaces without using ground-truth
surface normals.
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Conclusion

➢ Light estimation network initially predicts the light source 

directions and intensities to resolve Generalized Bas-Relief (GBR) 

ambiguity.

➢ Predicts azimuth, elevation and intensity value of each light source

➢ Inverse rendering network estimates surface normals and reflectance map from input images.

➢ We use estimated normal and reflectance in rendering equation to reconstruct images.

➢ Our rendering equation uses interreflection modeling to handle concave surfaces.

➢ We use an initial normal estimate at early stages to warm-up the network.

ℒ = ℒ𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑿, ෩𝑿 + λ𝑤ℒ𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑵𝑛𝑦 , 𝑵𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡)
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